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ABSTRACT
Name; Janet Eisenhauer
Title of Project: Development of a Grant Proposal for Funding of a
Nonprofit Land Conservation Organization
Date: May 1996
Project Advisor: Gary Patterson
Graduate Program: Environmental Education and Conservation
The purpose of this study is to solve the dilemma of how to acquire funding for
operational expenses of a private nonprofit land conservation organization through
foundation grants. A model grant proposal is also developed as part of the study.
The methods employed to determine strategies and to develop a grant proposal for
funding of operational expenses for a private nonprofit land conservation organization
include: review of literature on grantswriting, and interviews with foundation
representatives, conservation organization grantswriters and others in the field of
conservation organization fund raising.
Based on the literature review and interviews carried out, it was determined that grant
funding for operating expenses is difficult to acquire except under special circumstances
when there is justification for the appropriation of seed money or for administrative costs
associated with a special project that the foundation deems worthy of funding.
Organizations requesting seed money must have a compelling argument supporting the
need for the organization. Under such circumstances, it is not uncommon for seed money
to be granted for one to two years in the form of a start up grant. Foundations are more
likely to fund special projects because they are often viewed as useful in highlighting the
foundations accomplishments. When a foundation is interested in funding a special project,
consideration will usually be given to allocation of approximately 15 to 33 percent of the
grant funds for administrative costs such as staffing and office expenses.
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CHAPTER
INTRODUCTION
Land use has become a primary concern of the present day environmental movement.
As land is developed for a broad array of human purposes, the impact of these uses on the
eavirornemn are multitudinous Wildlife habitats are destroyed resulting in the breakdown
of ecosystems and the loss of plant and animal species. Aquifer recharge potential is
frequently diminished or eliminated due to the use of impermeable ground cover. Point
source pollution is generated from industrial development and nonpoint source pollution is
generated as a result of residential and commercial development. Air pollution from auto
exhaust increases as populations move into newly developed areas in short, as a result of
the development of open space, the quality of life is greatly diminished for the human
population, as well as plant and animal species.
Consequently, a growing number of nonprofit land conservation organizations are
striving to preserve land throughout the world. Some of the most widely publicized land
conservation efforts have been in the tropical rain forests. Although less publicized,
smaller local land conservation efforts are also on the rise. The State of Connecticut
boasts the emergence of numerous local land trusts during the past few decades. New
Jersey voters have funded the State's multi-million dollar Green Acres land preservation
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program through 10 consecutive bonds As the public becomes more aware of the need
for open space preservation, more local and regional nonprofit organizations have
emerged to carry out this missioo in their Own communities.
In order for this land conservation movement to succeed in its mission, sources of
funding must be found for the individual organizations who are attempting to carry out the
task on the local and regional level. Funds are required for direct acquisition of land as
well as for creative strategies such as purchase of easement rights and development
credits. In addition, special projects such as greenway mapping and educational programs
such as backyard wildlife habitat development are also a necessary component of these
preservation efforts. Equally, if not more significant is the need for operating expenses
including staff.
Many new land conservation organizations are functioning through volunteerism with
no paid staff. This type of arrangement is inherently limiting. Volunteers, though
dedicated, are usually unable to devote the time and resources necessary for the
organization to perform to its fullest potential Frequently these local groups come into
existence for the sole purpose of protecting a particular parcel of land that is threatened
with development. Once this task is accomplished, they often cease to be active due to the
limited time and resources of the volunteers. In order for such organizations to continue
their efforts, funds must be located to cover the expenses of a paid staff person and other
basic operating expenses.
Funding sources frequently include membership dues, special events fund raisers,
donation drives, sales of promotional items, governmental grants and loans, and private
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foundation grants. The source of the funding usually will determine to what end those
funds can be utilized. It is often the rule that government and private foundation grants are
required by the grantor to be used for specially designated uses other than operating
expenses. Funds that are raised through membership dues, special events and promotional
sales are usually considered unrestricted and can be utilized to cover any organizational
expenses, Unfortunately, according to Meghan Wren, Executive Director of the Delaware
Bay Schooner Project, a private nonprofit organization dedicated to the protection of the
Delaware Bay, these later sources of funding usually result in very limited dollar amounts
in the early life of a nonprofit, and cannot be depended upon for covering operational
expenses. Consequently, in order for the local and regional land conservation movement to
succeed, it is imperative that sources of funding for organizational operating expenses be
acquired. The following proposal will address this issue.
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
In order to be effective in their mission, new land conservation organizations must fnd
a stable source and adequate amount of funding in order to cover operating expenses. One
of the most expeditious ways of acquiring such funding is through grants-in-aid from
private foundations, but most foundation grants do not allow for operating expenses.
Foundations maintain this policy in order to guard against total dependency by the
nonprofit group upon the foundation grant from year to year. Foundations do not wish to
be the deciding factor as to whether an organization survives or collapses. Therefore, the
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problem to be overcome is how to convince a foundation to agree to the funding of these
expenses, or how to prepare a successful grant proposal which will result in the funding of
staff and operating expenses
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
This thesis will focus on solving the dilemma of how to acquire funding for operational
expenses to cover staffing, through the successful development of a private foundation
grant proposal. The writer will review available information related to this genre of
grantsmanship. Eased on this body of information, the writer will attempt to develop a
model grant proposal which will include a request for operational funding The purpose of
this model proposal will be to offer a viable fund raising option for those seeking
operational funding of nonprofit land conservation organizations.
SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY
According to the Land Trust Alliance, a national organization f America's local and
regional land conservation groups, over 3,000 acres of wetlands, farms and forests in the
United States, are lost to development each day. In response to this loss of open space,
the number of land conservation organizations in the nation has increased from
approximately 500 in 1990 to 1,100 in 1996 (Land Trust Alliance) These groups
frequently consist oflocal volunteers who have little or no previous experience in fund
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raising and grantsmanship. As a result, many local and regional groups operate on a
volunteer basis and consequently are limited in their effectiveness. The successful
completion of this study will make a model grant proposal available which addresses the
need for operating expenses. Access to this information will enable these groups to use
this model in the development of grant proposals. It is hoped that these proposals will
have a greater probability of succeeding in attaining the requested funding. The greater the
number of land conservation organizations that receive funding to operate, the greater the
impact their activities will have and the more open space will be protected.
ASSIURMPTONS
1. The writer has the knowledge and background required to carLy out this study
2, The information necessary to carry out this task is available and accessible.
LIMITATIONS
1. The final product of this study will be applicable to nonprofit land conservation
organiSzaions and will not necessarily apply to nonprofit organizations other than land
conservation groups
2 The use of this model grant proposal is intended to increase the probability of
successful grants development, but does not guarantee the successful acquisition of funding
of any type.
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3. The final product of this study will be applicable to private foundations serving the
southern New Jersey region and will not necessarily apply to private foundations which serve
areas other than southern New Jersey.
4. The final product of this study will apply to private foundations which include the
funding of land conservation organizations in their purview and will not necessarily apply to
those which do not regularly offer funds for this purpose,
5. The final product will not have been tested for its value through submission to any
private foundation as a formal grant proposal prior to this thesis being printed, due to time
limitations
rEFNITION OF TERMS
gnt- sum of money comprising an award of financial assistance to recipient individuals
and organizations (Leffrts, 1978, p. 149).
grame- individual, organization, or entity receiving a grant and responsible or
accountable for that grant (Lefferts, 1978, p 149)
grantor agency (government, foundation, corporation, nonprofit organization, individual)
awarding a grant to a recipient (Lefferts, 1978, p. 149)
foundation- a) a find or endowment to maintain a hospital, school, charity, etc. b)an
institution maintained by an endowment (Webster's Dictionary, 19,54, p. 572).
matching- participation by the grantee in the cost of a program on a dollar-for-dollar basis
(Lefferts, 197S, p. 151).
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nroposal- formal written document that provides detailed information to a funder, or the
proposed conduct and cost of a specific program or project (Lefferts, 1978, p. 152).
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CFAPTER I
LITERATUERE REEW
In reviewing the available literature, the writer has found numerous books on the subject
of grantsmanship. Only a few of these address the specific issue of funding for operating
expenses. Those texts that do address this issue cite the difficulty of acquiring this type of
funding (Schneiter, 1985, p. 99) without offering "how to" strategies.
Foundations are described as "reluctant to having a grantee leaning on their shoulders too
long" (Hummel, 1984, p. 89). Therefore, if a grant applicant is seeking operating expenses,
the potential grantor will be concerned that the organization will be too dependent on the
foundation's continued support
In one book where this dilemma is addressed, grants are broken down into two
categories. general purpose grants and special project presentations (Derer, 1984), Once
again it is stated that although general purpose grants are favored by the organization seeking
funding because they can be used for any purpose, few foundations favor such grants.
Dermer suggests that the key to successful justification of a general purpose grant is to
describe "spea cia rcumstances, reasons above and beyond the values of your organiation's
ongoing program which merit a grant" (Dermer, 1984, p. 16).
Special project proposals may include operating expenses, but they must directly relate
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to the project. By definition, special projects allow for short term funding, usually one to two
years (Dermer, 1984). Based on this scenario, McGlaughlin comes close to discouraging
nonprofits from seeking grants for operating expenses ( McClaughlin, 1991). He states that
the "overatl effect is to create a weakened service delivery system, ike a field planted with
a hundred seedlings that may or may not make it till the harvest instead often plants that
definitely will" (McLaughlin, 1991 p 45),
in summary, although the literature on grantsmanship is extensive, as a rule it deals more
with format than with strategy. Consequently, in order to learn about the successful
techniques used to obtain foundation funding for operating expenses the a-'-ior has s'
the advice of foundation representatives and experienced individuals in the field of giams
writing
The author interviewed the following individuals: Nancy Zimmerman of the William Penn
Foundation, Betty Jensen of the Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation, Maureen McNeill of the
Land Trust Alliance, Stephen Howard of the New Jersey Conservation Foundation. Susan
Sommer of the Trust For Public Land, and Marie Kruzan of the Association of New Jersey
Recyclers. The consensus among those interviewed was that in order to receive significant
foundation grant funding for operating expenses, there are two avenues that can be pursued.
A request can be made for seed money for newly formed organizations to cover general
operating expenses, or funds can be requested for administrative costs associated with a
special project proposal.
An organization requesting funding for seed money must have a compelling argument
supporting the need for the organization An example of such a compelling argument can be
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shown in the case of an organization known as the Pinelands Preservation Alliance. The
unique circumstances surrounding the preservation of the New Jersey Pinelands were the
basis for the esrablishment and funding of this group. At the time that the Pinelands
Preservation Alliance was established, no other private nonprofit organization existed solely
for the purpose of protecting the area of New Jersey known as the Pinelands. Although
protected by legislation threats to the integrity of this unique ecosystem continued due to the
many demands on its resources. As a reslt, a compelling need was seen for the establishment
of an advocacy organization for ongoing monitoring and the organization was successful in
obtaining seed money through foundation grants.
In instances where such a need can be shown, it is not uncommon for seed money to be
granted for one to two years in the form of a start up grant (Stephen Howard, Special
Projects Coordinator, New Jersey Conservation Foundation, personal interview, October 26,
1993) In the development of such a proposal for general operating expenses, Howard
suggests that a five-year plan be developed with a clear indication of steps to be taken to
reach the organization's goals A foundation considering this type of funding cormitment is
interested to know that the organization, although young, is well organized and clearly
focused. A five-year plan indicates a level of stability that foundations appreciate.
Nancy Zimmerman of the William Penn Foundation indicated that some smaller
foundations actually prefer to fund operating expenses as opposed to special projects grants,
although the grant amounts are typically small, (Nancy Zimmerman, Program Officer, William
Penn Foundation, telephone inteview, November 22, 1993). This is due to the fact that small
foundations frequerly have few staff people and are not able to spend the time and resources
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required to monitor special projects. Many of these smaller foundations will offer ongoing
support on a yearly basis with a usual grant size of approximately one to two thousand
dollars.
Zimmerman stated that large foundations frequently want to see that the applicant is
supported through public funding within their own community. She indicated that as a rule,
William Penn does not fund general operating expenses as seems to be the case with many
large foundations. Betty Jensen of the Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation says that it is not
necessarily true that foundations shy away from funding general operating expenses (Betty
Jensen, Grants Manager, Geraldine R Dodge Foundation, telephone interview, December 14,
1993) Her analysis is that special projects are more likely to be funded because they "grab
attention".
For the most part though, those interviewed agreed with the literature that large
foundations tend not to fund general operations. Zimmerman indicates that this kind of
funding is seen as a constant drain on their funds. They would rather have funding available
to carry out new programs such as large one time projects that general membership support
won't fund.
Howard suggests that some foundations will work with an applicant to help tailor the
grant proposal to the foundation's liking Under some circumstances, where a foundation is
very interested in the mission of the organization, it may be possible to meet with a foundation
representative and present a general finding proposal idea and a special project idea to see
which one will most likely be funded
On the subject of special projects grants, Zimmerman indicated that staff funding under
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such a grant is "theoretically possible". Jensen says that if the project is to be funded, then
funding of a staff position to implement the project will be considered, Maureen MeNeill of
the Land Trust Alliance says that foundations seem to play a game of sorts with regard to the
fnding of operating expenses within a special project grant (Maureen McNeill, Development
Coordinator, Land Trust Alliance, telephone interview, December 14, 1993) McNeill states
that "in order to have operating expenses funded, you must pitch the project more than the
staff and include the staff funding as part of the project costs. The funding request must be
positioned as a special project even though it may be in actuality part of general operations "
According to Marie Kruzan of the Association of New Jersey Recyclers, if a foundation
is interested in funding a special project, they will usually consider allocating approximately
15 to 33 percent of the grant funds for administrative costs such as staffing and office
expenses (Marie Kruzan, Executive Director, Association of New Jersey Recyclers, telephone
interview, December 14, 1993).
Whether or not a grant proposal is geared to request general operating expenses or to
fund a special project, there are many important points to remember in developing such a
proposal and in approaching a foundation. The following suggestions were gleaned fom the
practical experience of those interviewed.
According to McNeill, it is essential that each foundation is researched regarding what
they are interested in funding. Each proposal submitted should be tailored to the particular
foundation being approached It is important to target proposals to foundations that have
interest in the specific activities of the organization. Research is critical in determining
whether a proposal is approved. Using a blanket approach of sending the same proposal to
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every foundation, wil usually not be a successful strategy. It is important to determine what
the foundations' interests are and position your proposal in line with their interest. If a
proposal is submitted that is not geared to what that foundation is interested in funding, they
may give feedback, but chances are that the proposal will not be considered. Often
foundations have so many proposals to consider that they look for reasons to eliminate those
that don't fit all of their criteria.
McNeill suggests that when pursuing information on a foundation, it is helpful to
determine what kind of grants they have funded in the past and for what amounts. The
Foundation Center, a private nonprofit educational resource organization that has regional
centers in libraries throughout the United States, has copies of annual reports and tax returns
which will furnish this kind of information (Hillman, 1975) Some of this information is also
available in directories of foundations. This information can be useful in tailoring a proposal.
If a proposal requests more or less money than a foundation normally funds, they may
recommend an adjustment to the proposal, but often they will simply disregard your request
(Maureen McNeill, telephone interview, December 14, 1993)
Sometimes it is necessary to dig for information on small and mid-size foundations where
information may not be as readily available as it is with larger foundations. This research can
also be accomplished through utilizing resources of the Foundation Center collection where
a complete list of foundations can reviewed as well as directory resources (Maureen McNeill,
telephone interview, December 14, 1993).
Some very small family foundations are difficult to get specific information on. One
technique for seeking information on such foundations is to earn who serves on their board
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and utilize any networking oppotunities available to contact an interested board member
This may be the only way to learn what a mere elusive foundation is interested in funding. It
is easier to acquire this information if you have a personal referral (Maureen McNeill,
telephone interview, December 14, 1993).
It is important to take into consideration that foundations have special areas of interest.
It is essential to be aware of this and approach foundations with proposals that are in line with
these interests. There may be foundations in other areas of the country that may be interested
in funding a particular organization, so research should not be limited to only those in the
organization's region it is likely that there wil only be 10-20 foundations which are interested
in receiving a particular proposal based on the foundation's specific focus and geographical
activity area (Maureen McNeill, telephone interview, December 14, 1993)
Determining what proposal format each foundation requests is important. Some will
require a fully developed proposal while others prefer a brief synopsis. More is not always
better. In developing the proposal, it is necessary to fiunish all information that the foundation
requests and follow the individual foundation guidelines (Maureen McNeill, telephone
interview, December 14, 1993).
The organization should document all activities showing a track record/evidence that the
group is carring out its mission of preservig land and completing projects, or whatever that
mission includes (Susan Sommer, Manager/Administrator Public Affairs, Trust For Public
Land, telephone interview, November 15, 1993). The finding agency needs to know that the
organization understands how to fund land acquisition and is competent in these matters
(Stephen Howard, personal interview, October 26, 1993).
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Kruzan suggests that foundations will decide to fund or not based on the organization's
history and ability to produce She recommends "going all out on One project" that will
succeed and then "piggy back on that success". According to Kruzan "foundations want a
history that says it's going to happen". Some foundations will not fund organizations that
don't already have paid staff and that have too big a vision. "They don't believe that an all
volunteer group can do the job" (Marie Kruzan, telephone interview, December 14, 1993).
In short Kruzan suggests the following strategy. "Why this project" Because it's important.
Why me9 Because I'm successful and can do it."
Zimmerman points out that it is important for the organization to indicate that it knows
the answers to financial questions regarding what is required to maintain nonprofit status.
When requesting funding, a nonprofit organization needs to consider the fact that in order to
maintain nonprofit status, the Internal Revenue Service requires that at a minimum, 1/3 of the
budget comes from general public support. This mandate is considered necessary in order to
guard against one source gaining control of a nonprofit organization. A foundation will not
want to risk furnishing funding if the organizations nonprofit status is at risk as a result of that
funding. McNeill also notes that foundations are more interested in funding a proposal if their
grant is matched by other sources.
It is important to make personal contact with a foundation representative if possible.
Scheduling appointments with foundations to get direction as to their interest in your proposal
can be useful. These meetings fiunish opportunities for asking specific questions regarding
the foumdation's grants. Ifa foundation is interested in the work that an organization is doing,
they will want to speak with a representative (Maureen McNeill, telephone interview,
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December 14, 1993). ). Certain foundations may not be willing to meet until a completed
proposal is submitted or they may not have the staff time available for interviews (Nancy
Zimmerman, telephone interview, November 22, 1993)
According to McNeill, it is important to let the foundation know if an organization is
operated on an all-volunteer basis. Foundations will appreciate the fact that activities are
carried out by volunteer efforts Altbough organization representatives may find it
intimidating to approach a foundation, it is important to remember that grant seeking-
organizations are giving grantors an opportunity to fund worthwhile projects. Foundations
view themselves as a community resource. Groups seeking funding support should not be
afraid to call on them. Once an organization is funded by one foundation, frequently others
will be more willing to give serious consideration to a proposal (Maureen McNeill, telephone
interview, December 14, 1993).
In summary, the author's research has indicated that it is possible to obtain foundation
grants that will cover operating expenses on a limited basis. It appears that unless there is a
compelling reason to fund general operating expenses through seed money, the adrmiistrative
costs associated with staffing and office expenses are most frequently funded through special
projects grants. There are many determining factors in deciding which proposals get funded
by foundations. It is essential that an organization develop a plausible five-year plan where
seed money is being sought, or carefully choose a project that has merit in order to be
seriously considered for special project funding.
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CHAPTER m
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
PLANNING
The information gathered and subsequent grant proposal developed in this thesis, is for
the purpose of acquiring funding for the South Jersey Land Trust (SILT), a private nonprofit
land conservation organization whose mission is to preserve, protect and enhance the natural,
cultural and historic heritage of southern New Jersey for the enjoyment of this and future
generations.
SJLT was organized in 1990 through the efforts of a small, but dedicated group of
citizens who were concerned with the rapid loss of open space and the destruction of
environmentally sensitive areas in the southern region of the State as a result of the escalating
rate of development. Along with the environmental threat, this trend also threatens the
region's cultural and historic heritage as it changes forever the quality of its communities and
the lives of the residents.
Although SILT has been very active during its first 6 years, its effectiveness has been
limited by the fact that it is an all volunteer effort The group has not yet been able to raise
funding for the purpose of hiring a staff person. The writer, as a member of the SILT Board
of Trustees, received the support of the Board in carrying out this researc and preparing a
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grant proposal to seek funding for staffing of the organization.
ORGANIZATION
The first task to be accomplished was to determine what type of grant proposal would
have the greatest chance of being successful in acquiring funding. In order to accomplish this
task, the writer tapped many sources of information including grants vtitng texts, foundation
directories, other successful grant proposals, and interviews with representatives of nonprofit
organizatons and foundations.
As a result of the initial research it was apparent that in order to receive funding for
staffing of an organization such as SJLT, the associated staffing costs would have to be
included as a necessary component of a special project. The writer then conducted a second
round of research geared to flesh out the special project to be proposed. This task was
accomplished through discussions with the SJLT Board of Trustees, individual board
members, governmental officials familiar with the open space needs of the region,
representatives of nonprofit organizations involved in related work, and representatives from
the private sector who have some interest in the activities of SJLT. In additon, further
research was carried out utilizing governmental and nonprofit organization reports.
The research to determine the focus of the special project resulted in the following
conclusions:
A. The project must be of enough significance to the region to warrnt the funding.
B The project must have a narrow enough focus to be seen as a realistic goal to be
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accomplished.
C. The project proposal should document that it has the support of established organizations
and governmental entities in the region.
D. It will be advantageous if the project significantly furthers some important efforts that
have already been funded and carried out by other entities.
E. It will be advantageous if other additional sources of funding or in kind services are
already committed to the project upon submission of the grant proposal.
F. It may be advantageous if the project has positive public relations potential and can serve
as a rallying point for other groups in the region with similar preservation goals,
G. It will be advantageous if nonprofit, governmental or private sector entities offer their
services/staff to carry out support work on the project.
The preceding guidelines were developed as a result of the literature review and
interviews conducted by the author. The model grant proposal contained in this study has
been created in accordance with these guidelines.
FORMAT
There are many variations of proposal formats represented in the iterature on grants
writing. It should be noted that every foundation has its own requirements regarding what
format isto be used in submission of a grant proposal. For the purposes of this proposal, the
writer utilized a format that is delineated by the William Penn Foundation in their grant
application brochure entitled, Foundation Priorities and Grant Apolcation Procedurs. This
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format includes the following elements:
A "A one-page summary outline This should include the agency name, address, and
telephone number along with the names of a contact person and the executive director the
specific project objective; the target population, the major activities planned, and a timetable.
Also included should be the grant amount requested, the total project budget, other sources
of support, and the agency's total income in the past fiscal year" (William Penn Foundation
Brochure, 7-8).
B. "Information about the agency making the request. The application should include a brief
historical sketch of the agency and a statement of current goals and services, The most recent
annual program report should also be included" (ibid.).
C. "Complete description of the project proposed State the problem to be addressed, the
need for the proposed project, and the target population that will be affected. Describe the
activities to be carried out; the staff required, and their qualifications, and a timetable for the
implementation of the project. include a clear statement of what will be accomplished. Explain
the process by which success or failure will be measured" (ibid.).
D. "Complete financial information. The (William Penn) Foundation requires a detailed
budget for total income and expeses of the project. In addition to the funds being requested
fiam the Foundation, information should be provided about finds on hand or pledged, as well
as funding potentially available from other sources. Finally, and of considerable importance,
is a statement concerning plans for continuing support after the conclusion of Foundation
funding" (ibid.).
The decision to use the above format was based on a review of the grant format
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requirements of the foundations which SJLT will most likely approach for funding. The
applicant may have to amend this format somewhat to comply with variations in the
requirements of the targeted foundations.
SOURCES OF INFbORMATION
The researcher utilized the following sources to locate information pertaining to this
study:
*Savitz Library, Rowan College of New Jersey, Glassboro, N.J.
*Gloucester County Library, Sewell, N I
*Pitman Public Library, Pitman, N.J.
*Gloucester County Planning Department, Clayton, N.J.
*N J DE P Division of Fish, Game and Wildlife, Trenton, N.J.
*Natural Lands Trust, Media, Pa.
The researcher conducted personal interviews with the following individuals:
*Garrett Olin, Geographical Information Service Specialist, Gloucester County
Planning Department, Clayoo, N.J.
*Jay Laubengeyer, Cumberland County Planning Department, Bridgeton, N.J.
*Jane Galetto, Citizens United for the Preservation of the Maurice River and Its
Tributaries, Millville, N.J.
*Robert V Scolpino, Director retired, Gloucester County Planning Department,
Clayton, N.J.
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· Clay Sutton, Herpetological Associates, Marlton, N J.
eStephen Howard, New Jersey Conservation Foundation, Morristown, N.J
*Susan Sommer, Trust For Public Lands, Morristown, N.J.
*Nancy Zimmerman, William Penn Foundation, Phila., Pa.
*Betty Jenser, Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation, Morristown, N.J.
OMaureen McNeill, The Land Trust Alliance, Washington, DC.
*Marie Kraa, Executive Director, Association of New Je:rsey Recyclers,
Bridgewater, NJ.
BACKGROITND OF THE RESEARCHER
The author is a 1996 graduate of Rowan College of New Jersey with a Master of Arts
degree in Environmental Education and Conservation, and a 1981 graduate of Hahnemann
University (Philadelphia, Permsylvania) with a Bachelor of Science degree in Mental Health.
The author is employed as environmental program administrator with the Gloucester
County Cooperative Extension and directs the farmland and open space preservation
program. She previously was the Gloucester County District Recycling Coordinator from
1991 to 1994. Her responsibilities included the development and implementation of technical
and educational programs geared toward achievemert of the County's recycling, solid waste,
medical waste and household hazardous waste management goals.
From 1989 to 1991 the author held the position of Assistant District Recycling
Coordinator for Gloucester County. She initiated and carried out programs encouraging
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recycling and household hazardous waste management within the County.
Prior to her career in environmental protection, the author worked as a mental health
professional and served as a Crisis Intervention Specialist for the Gloucester County Mental
Health Center from 1982 to 1987. She previously was a member of the crisis counseling
service in the emergency room of Cooper Medical Center for one year.
Professional affiliations of the author include the following:
The author is a founding member of the South Jersey Land Trust and has served as
secretary on the board of trustees since 1990 She also served as treasurer to the board for
two years. Her activities have included project development, grants writing and additional
fund raising activities, public relations, educational programming, secretarial responsibilities,
and budget management.
The author served as a commissioner on the Pitman Environmental Commission for eight
years and is presently an associate member. She has assisted in the development and initiation
of municipal recycling, the development of a municipal open space initiative including the
implementation of an open space referendum, implemented a grant funded nonpoint source
pollution abatement project which included the painting of emblems on all municipal storm
drains, and is presently involved in the environmentally sound restoration of a municipal lake.
Other professional afiliations include the Gloucester County Environmental Commissions
Greenway Project (founding member, 9/90-present); Association of New Jersey
Environmental Commissions, Gloucester County Trustee (board member, 12/89- 12/94); and
West Deptford Library, New Jersey Environmental Information Center (advisory committee
member, 1993-present).
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CHAPTER TV
THE GRANT PROPOSAL
The following grant proposal has been written for the purpose of seeking funding for a
private nonprofit land conservation organization. Specifically, the grant proposes funding of
a special preservation project along the headwaters of the Maunce River in Gloucester
County. Funding for a staff person to carry out the project, is inluded in the proposal. The
goal of ths grant proposal is to enable the organization to complete a program of significance
and to simultaneously obtain operating funds to carry out the program.
This grant proposal has been developed for the purpose of seeking funding from the
William Penn Foundation. This foundation was selected based on their history of funding land
preservation projects in the region. Additionally, the William Penn Foundation indicated in
a response letter to an earlier grant request for seed money, that they have an interest in
assisting with land acquisition
A special project proposal was selected over a request for general operating expenses
since the previous proposal for seed money was turned down by several foundations including
William Penn. It is likely that these previous requests were denied due the fact that other
private nonproft land conservation organizations are also active in the region. Although this
particular conservation group fills a certain niche, foundations approached did not consider
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there to be a compelling enough need,
This project was selected because it can be shown that a compelling need exists to protect
the headwarers of the Maurice Rivet Watershed. The preservation of this area is not being
actively addressed by any other conservation organization at the present time, although there
is a consensus among the nonprofit and governmental community that this is a critical area
for preservation activity
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PROPOSAL FOR FUNDING OF AN OPEN SPACE PRESERVATION
PROGRAM
IN SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY
by the
South Jersey Land Trust
229 Lake Avenue
Pitman, New Jersey 08071
609-589-2049
March 15, 1996
Contact Person: Janet Eisenhauer, Secretary
address and phone as above
Mission Statement
The South Jersey Land Trust (SJLT) is a private nonprofit land conservation
organization whose mission is to "preserve, protect and enhance the natura cultural and
historic heritage of southern New Jersey for the enjoyment of this and future generations",
This mission will be carried out through the continued development and expansion of
SILT's land preservation activities
Project Obiective
The objective of this project is to develop a greenway program along the headwaters
of the Maurice River in Gloucester County, New Jersey. The Maurice River received Wild
and Scenic designation on December t, 1993 The designated portion of the River runs for
approximately 45 miles from the City of Millville to the bridge in Mauricetown, The
headwaters run above this point for an additional 15 miles approximately within
Cumberland County, Crossing from Cumberland into Gloucester County the headwaters
run for another approximately 40 miles through the communities of CIayton, Elk, Franklin,
Glassboro and Monroe. Building development pressure is great along the headwaters
within Gloucester County. There are some limited land preservation activities presently
underway along these stream corridors. The objective of this project will be to develop an
organized effort towards protection of this watershed through expansion of these
preservation activities. This will be initiated through the delineation and implementation
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of a greenway project and the preservation of a key parcel of land in Franklin Township,
as shown on the attached map. Furtherance of this watershed preservation program will
require the development and implementation of a five year preservation plan which will
serve to orchestrate the preservation of the greenway
Target Area
The project target area encompasses the watersheds of Scotland Run, Little Ease Run,
Still Run, and several other smaller branches which make up the headwaters of the
Maurice River. These stream corridors are located within Franklin Monroe and Elk
Townships and the Boroughs ofClayton and Glassboro in Gloucester County.
Major Activities
The general activities of SJLT include preservation of open space through land
acquisition projects, conservation easements, support services to other entities which are
attemptalg to carry out land preservation projects, and educational activities which
encourage the preservation of the unique habitats and environs of southern New Jersey
This particular project will entail the development and implementation of a greenway
project along the headwaters of the Maurice River. SJLT plans to work jointly with the
New Jersey Conservation Foundation, The Nature Conservancy, Gloucester County
Department of Parks and Recreation, the Gloucester County Planning Department, the
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Gloucester County Federation of Watersheds and the Gloucester County ad hoc
organization of Environmental Commissions Greenway Committee who have indicated
their support for such a greenway project.
Time Table
In the fall of 1996, SILT will initiate the hiring of a program coordinator, who wijl
carry out the delineation of the greenway utilizing the Gloucester County GIS mapping
system, develop the five year plan for implementation of the greenway preservation
program, and coordinate the acquisition of the key Scotland Run parcel. These tasks are
anticipated to require one year fob completion.
Brief Historieal Sketch
SJLT was initiated by a group of concerned individuals who reside in southern New
Jersey and have been witness to the drastically changing landscape in the region resuting
from rapidly increasing development and an absence of open space planning. This group
formed The South Jersey Land Trust, a private nonprofit land conservation Organization
with the primary mission of preserving the dwindling natural resources of southern New
Jersey. SILT was incorporated in November of 1990 and received its IRS nonprofit
approval in May of 1991. At present, members of the Board of Trustees represent
Gloucester, Cumberland, Salem, Atlantic and Cape May Counties. The work of SILT is
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presently carried out solely on a volunteer basis.
History Of Afitivyiies T Pte
Since its establishment in 1990, SJLT has been actively presering land through a
variety of preservation strategies. SJLT has secured through acquisition the preservation
of 400 acres along the Nacote Creek in Port Republic, Cumberland County; preserved 500
acres in Hamilton Township through donation, and in total has helped to preserve 1,000
acres in the region SJLT is presently carrying out several projects including the
preservation of 25 acres bordering Malaga Lake in Franklin Township, Gloucester
County; 360 acres of upland oak/maple forest in Monroe Township, Gloucester County;
and 200 acres in Upper Township, Ctmberland County.
In 1994 SJLT received a $5,000 grant to promote eco-tourism. The funds were used
to hold a successful eco-tourism workshop in Cumberland County. In addition, the grant
finded the creation of a video to encourage the development ofeco-tourism. In 1995,
SJLT received an additional $5,000 grant for the development of literature promoting eco-
tourism.
SJLT is presently working on several acquisition projects in the making, is involved in
support services to other groups and governmental entities, and publishes a quarterly
newsletter focusing attention on the need for land preservation in southern New Jersey.
The most recent edition of the newsletter was sent to approximately 800 recipients and
was distributed at several regional environmental events,
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Current Goals
The primary goal of SJLT is to advocate preserving the unique natural, cultural and
historic resources of southern New Jersey. SJLT will carry out land preservation projects
through direct acquisition or through easement when appropriate; encourage and offer
assistance to others involved in land preservation projects; work to educate government
and the public regarding the need for land conservation and preservation, and offer options
and guidelines for implementing these preservation strategies.
CLrTent Series
SJLT serves as an advocate for land preservation in the region through direct action
projects, assisting others in carrying out such projects, educating the public through
speaking engagements and a newsletter, and testifying on issues of concern when
appropriate. Designated members of the Board are available on a daily basis to offer
information regarding preservation options.
Project Description
Statement of the Problem and Need for the Project:
Southern New Jersey has recently experienced one of the fastest rates of development
in the country. In the nation's most densely populated state, South Jersey has become a
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haven for developers seeking reasonably-priced land As the cost of land soars in the
northern part of New Jersey, development interest has moved south. During the past few
decades, land preservation efforts in New Jersey have been prmarily focused on the
northern region of the State. This trend may be attributable to economic factors resulting
in greater funding support in the north As a result, South Jersey land preservation efforts
are in a race against time, It has been predicted that within the next five years, all available
developable land in the region will be in developers' hands. It is essential that all possible
efforts are made promptly to establish and carry out land preservation strategies in order
to ensure that the region's most unique and valuable resources are not lost forever.
As a result of these development pressures, the proposed project target area, the
headwaters of the Maurice River, as well as the lower reaches of the watershed, is
threatened. The Maurice River has been designated as part of the National Wild and
Scenic Rivers System based on the area's ecological importance. The Wild and Scenic
project area encompasses lands south of Union Lake in the City of Millville within
Cumberland County and efforts towards preservation of the watershed above this point
have been minimal and inadequate The various habitats within the lower reaches of the
watershed are home to many threatened species. In large part the survival of these
communities is dependant upon water quality, which is directly impacted by land use along
the headwaters of the river. Consequently, although the upper reaches of the Maurice
River Watershed may not qualify for National Wild and Scenic designation, the protection
of these headwaters is essential in ensuring the protection of the lower reaches of the
River. In addition and of equal importance is the fact that there are significant habitats
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along these headwaters which support a variety of threatened species (including one of
New Jersey's few great blue heron rookeries). The threat to these natural communities is
real. In 1993, a development containing some 340 homes was completed at the head of
Scotland Run. Sedimentation from this development alone was documented as significant
by the observations of the Gloucester County Planning Department staff There are several
approved subdivisions planned for contiguous property along the Scotland Run corridor
which will include a total of 1341 development units.
Proiect Activities
SILT will carry out the following activities funded by this grant:
1. SJLT will hire a program coordinator as per the specifications described in the section
below entitled Staffing and Qualifications.
2 The program coordinator will work with the Gloucester County Planning Department in
the delineation of a greenway along the headwaters of the Maurice,River. This delineation
will entail the following tasks:
-Determine parameters of greenway. Specify parcel group to be included, those
contiguous with stream corridor or those within a specified watershed boundary
-Develop a parcel inventory including information on ownership, land use, natural
features, presence of endangered species, zoning, cultural/historic sites, and easements.
-Create parcel maps utilizing the Gloucester County Planning Department's
Geographic Information System data, hardware and staff assistance.
-Hold a public meeting to present greenway and solicit community input.
-Develop recomnmendations for carrying out preservation of greenway through use of.
zoning and other planing tools, land conservation ordinances, transfer development
credits, conservation easements, and acquisition.
3. Coordinator will development a five year plan for implementing the greenway
preservation program in conjunction with other involved nonprofits and local, county and
state governments.
4. SJLT will develop a New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection, Green Acres
Nonprofit Program acquisition proposal for the Village Dock Campground and Lake. This
186 acre parcel and 75 acre lake is an ecologically significant property within the
headwaters of the Maurice River Watershed. SILT will work jointly with the State of New
Jersey, Gloucester County, and other interested nonprofit organizations to raise the funds
required for acquisition.
Staffing and Onalifications
At the present time, the SJLT Board has initiated several projects which are being
carried out by Board members and volunteers. In order to fully implement the project
described in this grant proposal, one part time staff person will be required. This individual
will serve as the greenway program coordinator and will carry out the tasks described in
this proposal. Once funding is secured, the SJLT Board will cany out a recritment
program to seek an individual with appropriate education, experience and commitment.
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Timetable
The greenway project can begin upon recruitment of a part time staff person.
Recruitment of this staff person is estimated to take three months, Expansion of SJLT
activities will take place within four to six weeks of hiring. The greenway project will be
initiated immediately upon hiring of the program coordinator.
Evaluation
The success of the SJLT project delineated here will be assessed based on the
successful completion of the specific tasks described; the participation of nonprofit
conservation organizations and governments in the carrying out of the five year plan for
preserving the greenway, and increased public knowledge and property owner interest in
preservation options.
Budget and Funding
SJLT is seeking funding to cover program expenses for a one year period. As
indicated in the line item budget that follows, grant funds will be utilized to cover the
salary for a part time program coordinator. SJLT will receive in ekid services through the
Gloucester County Planning Department in the form of staff assistance and GIS mapping
tools
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The following projected budget reflects funding requirements for completion of the
tasks described in this grant proposal.
Salary for part time greenway coordinator:
Postage, printing and advertising:
$20,000.
6,000
In kind services through
GLoucester County Planning Department:
Total Budget:
Total Grant Requested.
60,000.
26,000.
$20,000.
Other Sources of Support:
New Jersey Conservation Foundation grant
Stockton Alliance grant
5,000.
2,500.
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Eu~nuciaLDAQt
Nature Conservancy grant
Green Acres grant for Monroe Twp. parcel 200,000.
Green Acres grant for Upper Deerfeld Twp. parcel
Projected membership donations in 1996:
125,000
3,000.
Projected income from sale of
promotional materials and raffles in 1996
Total Funds Anticipated\Granted:
Total Income Fiscal Year 1996-97
1,000
$339,000.
$339,000,
SuDoorfine Enclosures
1) Copy ofIRS letter granting tax exempt status (see Appendixes)
2) Copy of SJLT By Laws (see Appendixes)
3) Copy of SJLT newsletter (see Appendixes)
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2,500.
4) List of SJLT Board of Trustees and Officers (see Appendixes)
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
The author conducted research to determine the viability of a private nonprofit
conservation organization acquiring foundation grant funding to cover operating expenses.
A review of the literature was carried out and a series of interviews were conducted with
foundation representatives and experienced grants writers. Although extensive literature
on grants writing technique is available, it primarily addresses giant proposal formatting
and general strategies for pursuing funding. There is little on the subject of how to acquire
funding for operating expenses. Where this subject is addressed, the literature indicates
that foundation grant funding for operating expenses is difficult to acquire except under
special circumstances where there is justification for the appropriation of seed money or
for administrative costs associated with a special project that the foundation deems worthy
of funding.
The results of interviews confirmed what the literature indicated. Those interviewed
expounded upon strategies and techniques found useful in the development of successful
grant proposals for the purpose of obtaining funding for operational expenses.
The consensus among those interviewed was that in order to receive significant
foundation grant funding for operating expenses, there are two avenues that can be
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pursued. A request can be made for seed money for newly formed organizations to cover
general operating expenses, or funds can be requested for administrative costs associated
with a special project proposal.
An organization requesting funding for seed money must have a compelling argument
supporting the need for the organization. In instances where such a need can be shown, it
is not uncommon for seed money to be granted for one to two years in the form of a start
up grant Some smaller foundations actually prefer to fund operating expenses as opposed
to special projects grants, although the grant amounts are typically small.
Foundations are more likely to fund special projects because they are often good to
highlight as accomplishments of the foundation, whereas operating expenses are seen as a
constant drain on their funds. Foundations prefer to have funding available for new
programs such as large one time projects that cannot be funded through general
membership support. When a foundation is interested in funding a special project,
consideraion will usually be given to allocation of approximately 15 to 33 percent of the
grant funds for administrative costs such as staffing and office expenses.
The following suggestions and guidelines are considered critical in the development of
a successful grant proposal for seed money or special project funding.
1. Proposals should be tailored to the particular foundation being approached and be in
line with their interests.
2. Foundation support of an organization's request for seed money or special project
funding is determined greatly by whether or not a compelling need can be shown for
funding the organization or the whether the project furthers the funding goals and
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interests of the foundation
3. Research is critical in determining whether a proposal is approved and The Foundation
Center has information on what kind of grants a foundation has funded in the past and for
what amounts.
4. Determination of what proposal format each foundation requests and compliance with
those guidelines is imperatve.
5, Personal contact with a foundation representative when possible, can provide valuable
assistance and direction in developing a grant proposal that the foundation will seriously
consider,
6. Documentation of all organizational activities is advisable in order to show a track
record and indicate that the group is carrying out its mission and completing projects,
7. Development of a five-year plan is recornmended in order to show that an organization
is well organized and clearly focused,
8. An indication that the organization has an understanding of financial matters pertaining
to maintaining nonprofit status is important to foundations.
9. Funding requests which are matched by other sources are usually of more interest to
foundations
10. Organizations that are supported through public funding within their community are
looked upon more favorably by foundations.
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CONCLUDING STATEMENTS
As a result of the research carried out by the author, it is evident that foundation grant
funding for administrative costs is available to private nonprofit conservation
organizations, but access to such funding is limited. Organizations .can not depend on
foundation grant funding to cover this category of expenses. Development of community
based public support as well as other sources of unrestricted finds is essential if an
organization intends to develop beyond an all or mostly volunteer operation. With that
said, under certain circumstances where an organization or a project is deemed worthy in
the eyes of a foundation, significant funding for operating expenses may be granted.
$UGGESTIONS FOR FURTBlER RESEARCH
The next logical step in furthering the research carried out in this thesis would entail
following through with submission of a grant proposal developed in accordance with the
guidelines delineated here. The author intends to submit the attached or similar grant
proposal to appropriately selected foundations for consideration. Feedback from those
foundations will further enlighten the author as to ways of increasing the probability of
receiving funding.
Additional research that the author believes would be valuable would include carrying
out a more extensive written survey of conservation organizations regarding their
experience with pursuing funding for operational expenses. It would be helpful through
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such a survey to develop a compendium of case studies describing specific examples of
successful funding efforts.
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This Appendixes includes the following documents in the order in which they are listed
below.
1) Copy ofIRS letter granting tax exempt status.
2) Copy of SJLT By Laws
3) Copy of SILT Newsletter
4) List of SILT Board of Trustees and Officers
INTERNAL REUEMUE SERVICE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
DISTRICT DIRECTOR
31 HOPKINS PLAZA
BALTInORE, nO 21201
EAployer Identifiiation Number:
Date: F3 1 19S6 22-30959E1
Case'Number:
5260qQ054
SOUTH JERSEY LAND TRUST INC Contact Person:
C/ JANET R MILLER M MNCCRTHY
14s VINE RD Contact Telephone Nuibert
iLLVITLLE, N 08332-7115 (4q20 ?62-7756
Our Letter Dated:
May 22, 1991
Addendum Appliest
Yes
Dear Applicant:
This modifies our letter of the above date in which we stated that you
"ou.ld be treated ai an organization that is not a privAte fnundation antil the
expiration of your Advance ruling period.
Your exempt status utnder section 501(a) of the Internal Revenue Code as an
organization described in sertion 50L(c(3) is still in effect. Based on the
information you submitted, ue have determined that yau are not a private
foundatian within the meaninq of section 509(a) of the Code because you are an
organization of the type described in section 5.O99((l) and 170(bl)(1) (A)(vi
Granto5s and contributors may rely on tlis determination unLess the
Internal Revenue Service publishes notice to the contrary. However, if you
lose your ;ctioon SOCa)(C1 status, a rant or contributor may nut rely on
this determination if he or she was in part responsible for, or was aware of,
the act or failure to act, or the substantial or material change on the part of
the orqanization that resulted in your loss of such status, or if he or she
acquired knquledge that the Internal Revenue Service had given notice that you
would no longer be classified as a section 507(a)(ll nrganizationn
If we have indicated in the heading of this letter that an addendum
applies, the addendum enclosed is an integral part of this letter.
Because this letter could help resoive any questions about your private
fouundatior statuS, please keep it in your permanent recurds.
If you have any questions, please contact the persnn whose name and
telephone number are shown above.
Sincerely yours,
District Director
Enclosure:
Addendum
Letter 1050 (DO/CS)
SOUTH JERSEY LAND TRUST INC
Guidelines under which private foundations may rely on this
determination, for gifts, grants, and contributions made after March 23>, 1n?,
wees liberalized and published in Rev. Proc. 89-23, Cumulative Bulletin 19e Ai,
page 844.
You are required to make available for public inspection a copy of your
eremption application, and suppcrtinq doLunents, and this exemption letter.
If you are required to file an annual information returnf you are also
required to make a Copy of the return available for public inspection for
three years after the return is due. Failure to Fake these documents available
fur public inspection day subject you to a penalty of $10 per day for each day
there is a failure to coAply (up to a maximum of $5,000 in the case uf an
annual return). See Internal Revenue Service Notice 88-120, 188-2 C.B. 454,
fur additional information.
Letter 1050 (DO/CG).0
BY-LAWS
SOUTH JERSEY LAND TRUST
ARTICLE I.
Organization
The name of this corporation shall be South Jersey Land Trust (hereinafter referred
to as the 'Trust).
ARTICLE II.
Mission Statement and Goals and Objectives
Section 1. The following is the mission statement of the Trust:
'To preserve, protect or enhance the natural, cultural and historic heritage ofsouther
New Jersey for the enjoyment of this and future generations."
Section 2. The following are the goals and objectives for which this Corporation has
been organized:
i. To determine appropriate actions to preserve, protect or enhance for public enjoy-
ment namnal, cultral or historic resources which exhibit
* Natural diversity or other important natural value or;
* Agicultural uses or purposes or;
* Important cultural or historic value or;
* Any other resources which meet any addiional criteria as approved by a
majority of the Board of Trustees.
2. To acquire, hold, enhance, maintai, and dispose of any real or personal property or
any interest therein in accordance with the goals and objectives of the Trust.
3, To solicit and receive gifts, bequests, legacies and conveyances of real and personal
property in furtherance of the purposes of the Trust.
4. To apply for, receive, and administer grants from private or public sources, for the
purposes aforesaid.
5. To exercise all the rights, powers and duties conferred on non-profit cororations
ucder the laws of the State of New Jersey.
4.
SoLth Jersey Land Trust By Laws
6. To support the development of recreational opportunities when found to be ap-
propriate as based upon individual characteristics of that resource and the potential
environmental impacts of such activites.
7.To support open space initiatives at the neighborhood, local, state and national levels.
8. To advance the objectives of the Trust through a cooperative worldkg reladonship
with people, legal entities, organizations and government bodies.
9. To conduct educational and outreach activities which ifrther the objectives of the
Trust
10. To do such other things as are incidential to the purposes of the Trust as necessary
or desirable in order to accomplish said purposes.
Section 3. While engaging in such activities, the Trust shall weigh the relative environ-
mental costs and benefits of such activiies.
ARTICLE III.
Membership
Section 1, Membership in this Corporation shall be open to all who pay the annual
mnembersip fees, support the purposes of the Corporation, and are itizens of good
standing.
Section 2. Membership in this Trast shallbe allowed through categories as established
by the Board of Trustees.
Section 3, Membershi: dues shall be determined for each category by the simple
majority vote of the Board of Trustees.
ARTICLE IV.
Meetings
Section 1. The Annual Meeting of the Trust shall be held on the first Wednesday of
Apri3, each and every year, except if such day be a legal holiday then and in that event
the Board of Trustees shall fix the day but it shall not be more than rwo weeks from the
date Exed by these By-Laws.
Section 2. Monthly meetiags ofthe Board ofTrnusees shall be held ona day established
by the Board of Trustees during the first full week of the month, each and every nonat,
except if such day be a legal holiday then and in that event the Board of Trustees shal
fix the day but it shall not be more than one week from the date fixed by these By-Laws.
Section 3. Special meetings of this Trust may be called by the President when he/she
deems it for the best interest of the Trust. Notices of such meeting shall be mailed to
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es at their addresses as they appear in the Trusteeship Roll Book at least
ur (24) hoeas, but not more than thirty (30) days before the scheduled date
.ch special meeting. Such notice shall state the reasons that such special
;as been called, the business to be transacted Pt such meeting and by whom
. At the request of thirty (30) percent of the membership of the Board of
the President shall cause a special meeting to be called but such request must
n wrting at least twenty-four (24) hoursbefore the requested scheduled date,
. No other business but that specified in the notice may be transacted at such
.eeting without the unanimous consent of all present at such meeting.
i. Under emergency circumstances the Board of Trustees may conduct an
cy meetig at which action can be taken by means of conference call/speaker
ovided tha all Trustees are notfied of the items to be acted upon and that no
the Tust may be disposed of at such a meem.g.
.mergercy meetig can only be conducted upon a two thirds majoty vote of
d of Trustees.
ARTICLE V,
Voting
A. At all meeting, except for the election of officers and trustees, all votes may
,ice; for the election of offcers or Trustees, ballots may be provided and when
re shall not aopear any place on such ballot a mark or marking that might tend
te the Derson who cast such a ballot
. At any meeting, if a majority present so requires, any questions maybe voted
the manner and style provided for election of officers and trustees.
5. At a7 votes by ballot, he President shall immediately, prior to the commen-
of balloing, appoint a committee of three who shall ac as "Inspectors of
' and who shall at the conclusion of such balloting certify in writing to the
m the results and the cermied copy shall be physically arfxed in the minute
the minutes of that meeting.
4. No insneczor of election shall be a candidate for office or shall be personally
id in the questionvoted upon
5. All votes cast will be only by the Trustees of the Trust
Trustees consising
tees, including the
'stees elected shall
Cew Jersey:
;osen at the annual
i this Trust and the
ng of the Board of
ifed into three (3)
:ly. The fist roup
(2) years; and the
i) years thereafter.
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Section 3. The Board of Trustees shall have the control and management of the affairs
of this Trust. Such Board of Trustees shall only act in the name of the Trust when it
shall be regularly convened by its President and after due noices to all the Trustees of
such meeting. .
Section 4. A quorum for any meeting of the Trustees shall be fifty percent (50%) of
the voting members of theTrust present inperson, or as provided inArticle IV, Section
6. The voting members present at a duly called or held meeting, at which a quorum is
present, may continue to do business until adjournment, notwithstanding the
withdrawal of members to leave less than a quorum.
Section S. If any meeting of members cannot be organized because a quorum has not
attended, the voting members who are present, may, except as otherwise provided by
law, adjourn the meeting to a time not less than forty-eight (48) hours from the time
the origiaal meeting was called, at which subsequent meeting the quorum requirement
shall be thirry percent (30%) in person.
Section 6. Each Trustee shall have the rdght to east one (1) vote or each question and
never more than one (1) vote whichvote may be cast in person, or as Drovided foruader
Article IV., Section 6 of these By-Laws.
Section 7. No member, trustee, or officer of this Trust shall be personally lable to its
creditors for any indebtedness nor liability. Any and afl creditors of the Trust shall
look only to the asse:s of the corporation for payment
Section 8, The Board of Trustees may make rules and regulations covering its meetings
as it may at its discretion determne necessary,
Sectiot 9, Vacancies in the Board of Tustees shall be filled by a vote of the majority
of the remaining members of the Board of Trustees for the balance of the unexDired
term
Section 10. The President of the corpora-eon by virtu of hisher ofce shall be
Chairman of the Board of Trustees.
Section 11. A trustee may be removed when good and jusr cause exsrs for such removal,
The Board of Trustees may entertain charges against any trustee. A trustee may be
represented by counsel upon any removal hearing. The Board of Trustees shall adopt
such rules as itmay at its discretion consider necessary for the bestinterests of the Trust
for this hearing.
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ARTICLE VIII.
Officers
Section 1. Al ofcers of the Trust shall be:
* President
* Vice President
* Secretary
* Treasurer
Section 2. All officers shall serve a term of one (1) year or ntil his/her successor is
elected and qualified.
Section 3. The President shall preside at all meetings. He/She shall byvirrue of his/her
Office be Chairman of the Board of Trustees.
He/She shall present at each Annual Meeting of the Trust, an Annual Report of the
work of theTrust.
He/She shall appoint all cormmitrees, temporary or permanent.
He/She shall see all books, reports and certificates as required by law are properly kept
or filed.
He/She shall have such powers as may be reasonably consrued as belonging om the chief
execudve of any organization
Section 4, The Vice President shall, in the event of the absence or inability of the
President to exercise his offic, become Acting President of the TTuswirh allthe righs,
privileges and powers as if he/she had been re duly elected President
Section 5. The Secretayv shall be responsible for seeing that the minutes and records
of the Tnrst are kept. It shall be his/her duty to f51 any certificate required by any
statute, Federal or State.
He/She shall give and serve all notices to members of this Tnrst
He/She shall be the ofdcal custodian of the records and seal of this Trust
He/She shall present to the membership at any meetings any communication addressed
to him/her as Secretary of the Tmrur
He/She shall submit to the Board of Trustees any communications which shall be
addressed to him/her as Secretary of the Trust.
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He/She shall attend to all corespondence of the Trust and shall exercise all duties
incident to the Office of Secretary.
Section 6. The Treasurer shall have the care and custody of all monies belonging to
the Trust and shall be solely responsible for such monies or securities to the Test.
He/She shall safely keep all funds of the Trust and deposi: them in the bank or baris
that may be designated by the Board of Trustees as depositories.
Those funds shall be paid out only on checks of the Trust signed by the Treasurer and
one (1) other Trust officer as desigated by the Board of Trustees.
The Treasurer shall have such other powers and perform such other duties as may be
prescribed from time to time by the Board of Trustees.
He/She must be one of the officers who shall sign checks or drafts of the Trust with one
(1) other Trust officer, No special fund may be Ser aside that shall make it Tunecessary
for the Treasurer to sign the checks issued upon it.
He/She shall render a: the mocthly meetings of the Board of Trustees a written accouat
of the finances of the Trust and such report shall be physically affxed to the minutes
of the Board of Trustees of such meeting.
He/She shall exercise all duties incicen: to te office of Treasurer.
Section 7. Officers shall by virtue of their office be members of the Board of Trustees.
No utuszee or offlcr of the Trust shall as such receive or become entitled to receive at
any time any part of the net earnings Or other net income of the Trst, nor shall any
part of the net earnings of the Trust inure rT the benefit of any person, except as
reasonable compensation for services rendered and reimbursements for expenses
incurred in conducting its affairs and carrying out the purposes of the Trust.
Section . A vacacy in any office because of death, resigaion, removal discualifica-
tion or otherwise, shall be filled by the Board of Trustees.
ARTICLE IX.
Salaries
Section 1. The Board of Trustees shall hire and fix the compensation of any and all
employees which they in their discreion may determine to be necessary in.the conduct
of business of the cororation.
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ARTICLE X.
Committees
Section . All committees of this corporation shall be appointed by The President and
their term of office shal be for a period of one (1) year or less if sooner terminated by
the action of the President,
ARTICLE Xl.
Dues
Section 1. The dues of this corporation shall be established annually by the Board of
Trustees and shall be payable on Or before the 30th day of September each year,
ARTICLE XII.
Corporate Seal
Secrior 1. The Corporate Seal of the Trust shall have inscribed thereon the name of
the Trust, the year of its creation, and the words "Corporate Seal of New Jersey, A
Nonprofir Corporation".
ARTICLE XIII.
Lobbying
Section 1. The Trust may engage in limited lobbying for or against proposed iegislaTion,
burwill not participate or intervene in any political campaign onbehalf of any candidate
for public offce.
ARTICLE XIV.
Non-Discrimination
Section 1. All interest or fire in real or personal property, or programs maintained by
this Trust shall be freely available by allpeople without disciminaTion as to race, creed,
color, religion, sex, handicap, or national oriin.
ARTICLE XV,
Amendments
Section 1. These By-Laws ay be altered, amended, repealed or added ro by an
affmaive vote of not less than a two thirds majorirv of the Board of Trustees of this
Trust. Notice of any proposed amendment must be given in writing to the membes of
the Board of Trstees nor less than thirty (30) days in advance of the trustees meeting
at which the amendment is to be considered.
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ARTICLE XVI
Mandatory Rev'ew of By-Laws
Section 1. These By-Laws shall be reviewed for adequacy annually.
ARTICLE XVII.
Miscellaneous
Section 1. The President Or the Vice President and the Secretary or such other oficers
as the Board of Trustees may select for that purpose, are a-uthorized to vote, represent
and exercise on behal f o his Trust all rights incident to any and ail voting securities of
any other corporation or corporation standing in the name of this Trust. The authority
granted in these By-Laws to the oficers to vote or represent this Trust or corporaions
may be exercised either by the officers in person or by any person authorized so to do
by proxy or power of attorney duly executed by the officers.
Section 2. The fiscal year of the Trust shall be calenda- through September 30.
ARTICLE XVIt.
Dissolution
The existence of the Trust shall be perperaal; provided, however, that in the event of
the dissolution of the Trust, the Trustees shall pay all assets after the paymenr of all
liabilities to such other organizations as may be organized and operated for the same
purposes, which organizanion shall be organized and operated exclusively for environ-
menral conservation and shall at the time cualifv for exemption under Section 501 (c)
(3) of the Idternal Revenue Code of 1954.
The foregoing By-Laws of the South Jersey Land Trust, were adopted by the Board of
Trustees or. JAULAR .a 1. 5 i r
^u-OF ,I J- a^-
Meghan E. Wren Deborah K. Zabel
ia5.! Laaufeny 1er /Bonn e Hammersidt
H A Tilet:
5 WaetR. Miller
/ Janie G21etto
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Protection For Nacote Creek
Tfhe Oven'rsi t Of L(f Kaw a5 the French Estate, thL property in ALdaniC COUnty s cce a U Larg
wOIril ft. and hs bs cargctedsrveeal atimes ver thaye aor dvelapme=L
By an nie Por GRpbli3. a amret vil Ua composd ot stly hitioric huses, : cornc:red
l-,___-_I p r.o;r ratjrM,,ae1t nrfh nmr-rmnr,- n.,ritn rtha· rfrhe'rknrh-e rn#f
Our nvironmncaL a we kiod and ClO
Ateria. did not sudnily wome inlo
cxiscnCt vhen the first ecplorers
reachd th.ex hors 500 yars ago.
The icErs ctlrs, ;hcN ad Amerians
venealrcacy hcre. Tlho:l.O followed
btrrowed a great del r:um LLhe aITy
ac:ra 1piishedlie sr cs ofihes nhb-
ilans.
Unnfunmately, w: seldom give Nanve
Amnences Lce r:'t[ ltv are due.
Lc=l farers an Lta fi-ning prc-
rics and vrianes of foqd o rned
today back Lo tbe Native Aericans,
Th'y cultivatd the oItat, h th oItew
:a ye}llw. and wiu squFm , and
:on. WIC it not for the Tniian. (a
rae nc mi5dl by hhe fisl crilct'). the
Pilims would vwr ave sunrivd tbh
cold wantea, socage of fTh vCg-
cables ad uit tnd iteimpl enema To
nuild srtu=nrs lt pr:Otl thieselves.
Earysal=cisao a.pcdladicaI:prrc-
rk wvich, had bea perfCdl d by the
Nadive Awicazns.
Bu moas of alL Nad'ie riAman ' l-m -
tun providzes m odel for the 5s9tard-
ship of cur caret's rmcoi. T1 di-
veriy of life dpends upon a haldty
evironm e. Sieilany, oDr vwici
depnds upon a ceia ype of dual
diverty Today ur Amercitn cultu
is sriil being enriched by Lbe contrbu-
Cartwiu On a n 2
community.
"We nhareca non neacd about it far 2O ?ea2 Sin= trtws ihcargtrtcrofsinge-
awner and in wwe. Were thrilled t: know tdiL it ill be p entudv pmsve.
andTi no I on havc twoyrry atuab ig drvcvc =ptADin k nU&enU Ddii duwn
aU llt. s. It would hare changed the whole chsattr f tihe coarruiityl, said
Jim ScL-dt.ler pnxidenm Of he Port Republic City Couacfil
'The South JIciey Land Tr=sr cbinteda grmnt of S22,000 fDo the state Gren
Acres Progam to quirte te ra from N¶actc Assoaai s, ina 50 perent eargain
sale TheLnd Trsst thlc= donaEd zth lado th _V, rmnEedDy a co.rvannon
easnem:- SILT euat Diruk Va Nc aiafid thienir drjecp: - f haem iidsl
Tandowner onrxt through tuewsdcr D b i tf ry 1to t Ecity.
The land conta in, aviey of Piaeands plan: comunitics, such as Atlantic white
cdrswamap, rmale rc and pi t pbL 'owland=i upiaad.dk ~ ercad suces evia
forest composed o red cear. wiLth set bermcdskh tid marsh. ns namrnl
1andcap not only helps protct the watsict qtLt of Nacrt Creek, but aio plays
a vey important role m the unmmeate rgiuL The prErve helps to dafinc the
viluags' "%saai of plac' while :omplimcntins the regnal cnam epl of nacera
ltands inholudm the ncarby Farsythe Wildife RPftel
Cy SuIMtn. SLT trsteo, worked with taf fom the New Jcrcy Coscrvancn
Fiundlt0 to developan C: mmenL mu itorml dm anr emetr pin o guid the
land ruS aad the city in pTrciams the prome:y.
Boni' FHanmrsacdt, SJLT prcrident aOi *tha "the Sonh JErscz Lnd Trust is
dcdiiCdi to the pscrvazon of te ma import M aanal historic and cur i ni
oresot irt minohen New Jersey. We are l:.sd to be abl to azoameILsi the
prutectfl Of such an eavironmentaly importnt ata while workidn closely ,wit
the luoal aintmy.'
he Nacote Crcee project is the most v et effoa af the South  Jcrisy Land Trut
prasrve our IcOcJ natal he-itu5a.
Souti Jersey Land Trust
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Land Trust
_··· /r _.
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Diwersiy rronm pavg 1)
don the Native Awmenii$" adby l
other major discinct chn groups. Af-
rians. 'Fspni.As Asns, and Erop-
an. The pttrlnt sidal crultral and
environrccntal iapsUy of lift is th
reIsult hring us to new celc rations
During this past yr, the South Jers=y
Lain Thrus hs mucecsflily cownletd
a pijFt wiich i-il enure the Prma-
nen protacticnuluf290 acralOilg Na-
corn Creck in Port Republic Atlantic
CuAomty SILT sr c to end IcvcIs of
s Caitu- that will enhance ihe quality
of life f Oug r1idmeS and at th same
tm c UddrcS rhe il cn nclrami s of
aur ommunaitE. Opn spa adds to
;he divcrsiy afurSocial lbnr asweU
a m the nanl diverity of o ur cnvi-
romentj SILT is not oany protcmng
natcurl Ua but is aisn roletzcc our
quaLity of lift i southern New ersey.
Open spaF prieein-corbn ed with
isuseLrsM afctieV eri y a .tia
diversnty of life.
Spot Light On SJLT Trustees
Theboardoftsees afothe SouthJcrcy
L.td TFrst is comprised f a group of
dediitcdvolunteY aooipUSl ed in a
vancy of proesaons and pursuims. The
follwing decribes a few of the emos
rnt tftS of "unmse news".
SILT Trmue Jay Mounier was se-
Iesmdby Governor Whiurnans a rtem-
bcr of the pinelanda Commiasion.
Chrgd with Lthipe mow tin andde&i-
opmnnt of che iue pinelands rgisn uf
New Tersy, membership on rh: Com-
rnifon brings a high level of rcsponn-
biiry
Jay Mounter opereats his own tmr in.
soUtltr New Jfe r and was fernerly
a snaior taiter at Fetrochemicai fa-
cidtiEinNu.S u dS rta Aur.hAArf- Hfe
is chairman of the FLkliU Tosdb4ip
Eavironameaml Cammissiua, and a
memberaf dhe raandlm owos lip? [l.-
:ingfBoard. arsirc u:eSocteLh erscy
A*ronomyV Club and a Director of the
Cozsi Fur Tachis offNev Jes y. lay's
srntr Si n ohsr iray ns ler Mtote 5oLJereY Land TnmWSJLTr. SILT isa
r aet t gnrrCad (Irnsenl Rcvlr raT Cdi !Ie1 nrnpift u=noni diedat4 to
prccrgp t=e t wl "ar: natu l, nirf nd cruuril trcU of rstim New Jcay.
SJLrTNwMs cuedath voluantTer e ffr f tte GJLT Bear O C T
bckound allows him to iUlly unrri
santh inlmrdcendeda orfc= uae f
mnanrl rmcu= ad the need Tn Ca-
scrve thn
Tnrsc Mark Wooden, J.D. b e-
actly bect eletIed the posido
Trcaaurcroftdic SJIlTboar Marcis
an Enmircnctal Claims consuJtan
for T Hadribrd in MtaritDn, . Ice
rc=ivcd his law dcgre from Temple
Universiy and hiks t . f r TMn
Su[ce CoUesgt h;e his minar a Qof
su iswa eror.rtnmm a sioce. Mark
has wcrcdat the Whitzsbg Envirn-
menil Cnetr in Brawmrn Mills NT
whter hceaurh'rdnusa sosf c L.Whn
chillrn and adtuir who vfrIed the e-
cr. iMark reidfte ia roe Fidtneds re-
ioaofthE Gjr¢tEssiHattboerU'v i
his wife Cindy and an Michad.
Wedcomcto rwvrusteeTerear Lc -
man! Thrsc is a pmrJect maager: for
the Pinclands Preervatn Alliane-
whcrc shc has csaworiong snc 199Q.
Ther=a is as o c Charpsrsn of tch
Mianch tar Township E-amirno iAnrzl
ConifiOZ. the OnCuanCtyTrTc
for ANJ-C, a Public Memrer fa the
Lakehurst Naval Base Supcrtund
Clenup Comimdi anda zad mem-
ber o the Far'diR rvv Coaltacn
Become A Member Of The South Jersey Land Trust
Annual Membership Categories
Strdeft SO1.00
IndividuaLaiaily
Profe5sional
Sponaor
Patron
S0.00
S100.00
qSout Jerse Land Trust
_____ Yes, I would like to become a member of SJLT. Enclosed
is my membership contribudia of
Name
Address
Please make checks payabie to; South Jersey Land Trust add
mail to; Sonth Jersey Land Trust, CUO Janet Eisenhauer, Sr.,
229 Lake .4ve Pitman, NJ. 08071
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SOUTH JERSEY LAND TRUST OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES
Bonnie 0 Hammnerstedt
(Director of Development Villa Rosella)
President, SJLT
Vice President, SILTHarry Tillet
(Atlantic County Park System)
Janet Eisenhauer
(Open Space Coordinator Gloucester Co.)
Mark Wooden, Esq
(ITT Hartford, Environmental Div)
Robert Brooks, PhD
(Save Our Lands)
Steve Bushinsky, Esq.
(Callaghan and Thompson, P.A.)
Steve Eisenhauer
(Recycled Wood Products)
Jane Morton Galetto
(Citizens United for the Preservation of the Maurice River)
Viv Hawkins
(The Nature Conservancy)
Jay Laubengeyer, P.P.
(The Nature Conservancy)
Theresa Lettman
(Pinelands Preservation Alliance)
Jay Mounier
(Pinelands Commission)
Rick Parenteau
(Resource, Conservation and Development Council)
Ken Pickett
(Director Cumberland Co. 4H, Retired)
Secretary, SILT
Treasurer, SILT
Robert Reid, P.P.
(Pennoni Associates)
Clay Sutton
(The Nature Conservancy, Naturalist)
Dirk W. Van Nest
(New Jersey Conservation Foundation)
Meghan Wren
(Delaware Bay Schooner Project Executive Director)
